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Abstract_
VISIONARIA is a Business Hub that makes investments in several sectors to create
and launch AMZcoin, and provide funding assistance for multiple projects to exploit
the fast growing SaaS [ Software as a Service]. The “Subscription Economy” ﬁrst
promulgated by Zuora Founder and Chief Executive, Tien Tzou, is now recognised
as being key to gaining more customers . Changing the historically based product
ﬁrst to customer ﬁrst mind-set is the way forward for every business model.
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Introduction_
The global trend of digitisation in business is now one of the most critical features in
SaaS and Subscription Business strategy. Business models form the basis by which
to evaluate customer requirements, how to manage costs while add or create items
to improve business.
Traditional Business Models and online shopping platforms providing a linear
structure to customers have evolved, shifting to Hybrid Business Models using
Financial Technology to incorporate crypto decentralised payments on the
blockchain. Amazon, Apple, Facebook, and Google have become synonymous with
the gear change and shift from linear to the more proﬁtable multi business or
hybrid platform, offering more customer value and, therefore, more investment
opportunities for stakeholders.
PROBLEM
Platform Business Model built on traditional internet technology set up a
site to sell goods from one or more manufacturers. The owner of the
platform had either invest in part in the manufactured items or gain the
trust of the manufacturer to place items for sale on the platform. The only
way for this site to survive is to provide enough customers and new users, to
keep the wholesalers happy and maintain a steady supply of goods.
This business model has one major ﬂaw; the different parties involved often
have no stake in the products, and the model is merely a marketing tool
such as that of Uber, EBay and others.
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SOLUTION
Hybrid Business Model, best described as a platform where companies
invest in their customised products, but also in building a more signiﬁcant
client base by extending their ecosystem to incude other diverse or related
companies via API.
For example, Apple hosts many of its brand software Apps and hardware
such as phones, watches and more, but includes many other company apps
that have been developed using iOS.
Visionaria has collaborated with multiple companies not only to spread the
risk and costs but also to take advantage of the diverse group of customers
visiting a single platform to guild a more signiﬁcant investor and customer
base.
Revenue increases through third party information sharing, thereby
broadening the customer mix on an inﬁnite level.
Increased Revenue with Hybrid Business Platforms comes through
different sources that are now more diverse because of third party exposure:
Increased Lead Generation leading to more customers/sales
Revenue Sharing Partnerships and Afﬁliates
Variable Fee Structures
Pay for Use/View
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Team_

ANDRÉ
CUNHA

VISIONARIA CHAIRMAN
AND AMZCOIN CEO

CRISTIANO
PEREIRA

HERMINIO
SALAMANCA
CACERES

SUPPORT MANAGER FOR ALL
SPANISH VISIONARIA PLATFORMS

ADÃO
BENTO

RESPONSIBLE FOR SOCIAL MEDIA
AND DIGITAL MARKETING

AFFILIATE MANAGER, RESPONSIBLE
FOR ENGLISH PLATFORM SUPPORT
AND OBTLIVE NON-EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

RUI
MACHADO

NUNO
FERREIRA

MANAGEMENT AND FINANCE
ADVISOR

PLATFORM MANAGER AND SUPPORT
MANAGER IN PORTUGUESE LANGUAGE
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Visionaria Hybrid
Business Hub_
VISIONARIA has identiﬁed several entrepreneurial projects that require promotional
funding in order to reach the wide international audience. The ICO will launch AMZ
coin as a long-term investment strategy to raise funds for the macro ecosystem.
In order to be a major advocate in the media and for AMZcoin and Visionaria to
become synonymous with philanthropic projects providing ﬁnancial assistant to
those in need and provide a better standard of living. Additionally the members of
the Visionaria funding group are working towards sustainable growth with greatest
visibility to a maximum number of investors and customers.
The AMZ coin brings new EOSIO software technology through the Block.one
ecosystem, making it one of the fastest, most scalable and easy to use blockchain
foundational platforms in the world.
AMZ Coin tokens align your euros with your values. The currency will support
projects that will undoubtedly revolutionize its areas of activity.
Current Projects:
MONTTRA - The Anti-Counterfeiting Solution
AMAZING HISTORY - The weird and wacky stories channel
COLLUBUS - Trading up – Fees Down
ALLABOUTCRYPTO.TV - Making sense of blockchain and cryptocurrency
EIDOLON – From dreams to reality
DONATION DISTRIBUTION SHARE – Charity above all
OBT LIVE – It's up to you
A Decentralised
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AMZ Coin_

VISIONARIA will launch AMZCoin to kick start the ICO. The funding from this ICO
covers the marketing and development business costs. The coin will evolve as a
cryptocurrency with wallet structures to form a method of payment and receipt by
different users on the speciﬁc platforms owned by Visionaria.
The initial AMZCoin utilises EOS token to take advantage of the diverse set of
beneﬁts within the EOSIO community. This will expand the AMZcoin ecosystem
with the creation of its own blockchain on the scalable base technology that links
the framework of the diverse set of Visionaria businesses and thus, create a UTILITY
COIN used in innovative technological projects for the beneﬁt of users and
stakeholders.
We will issue our Token Coin – AMZCoin, with a strict limit of 240,000,000 (240
million market cap) – The number of AMZ Coins will never be increased.
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AMZ Coin
Technology_
EOSIO is now one of the most used blockchain software protocols in the world and
offers dApps operating systems. The EOSIO apps are ﬁnding more users due to the
cheaper, faster, and safer offerings than any of the other platforms, and gives
developers and entrepreneurs the ability to process thousands of transactions per
second with minimum fees and conﬁrmation times.
The operating system comes with real beneﬁts in many economic ﬁelds – from
sharing music and videos, digital payments, ﬁtness and health tracking to calling a
cab, and many more.
There continues to be a vigorous argument over the mass use of blockchain, but
there is no doubt that this highly anticipated technology will improve the way
business, manage vast data resources, and share information on the internet. While
the debate lingers, the progression continues, and there is little to stop blockchain
becoming the new foundational platform for the global web ecosystem.
EOSIO has made massive strides in the future of blockchain by providing the
solution to the main problems of cost, speed, scalability, and sustainability.
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VISIONARIA
01-Oct-2018
A Business Group that uses EOSIO software
to create and launch AMZcoin.

MONTTRA

Amazing History
01-Feb-2019

Creation of the Company

05-Apr-2019

Amazing History is a digital inﬂuencer who has available

MONTTRA, is a platform of advanced

an online content platform on various social networks.

anti-counterfeiting technology.

COLLUBUS

OBT Live

Beginning of Development

Idea Creation and Business Model

July 2019

15-Aug-2019

Collubus the lowest fees on the market.

Opportunity Business Tank Live is a collective
investment platform.

PRIVATE SALE
01-Nov-2019

EIDOLON
Idea Creation and Business Development

10 Million AMZ Sold on November 2019 at 0.0025€

25-Aug-2019

- It was sold to 50 people 200.000 coins each

In this platform the entrepreneur can submit his idea
or ongoing business project that needs liquidity.

PRE-ICO
17-Dec-2019
5 Million AMZ

Donation Distribution
Share
20-Dec-2019

For every registration, you earn 50 AMZCoins, and for each

Charity above all

new afﬁliate you earn another 50 AMZCoins. 100 AMZ's generated
per record, which allows up to 50.000 records. Those left over will be burned.

ICO Phase 2
17-Jan-2020

ICO Phase 1
07-Jan-2020

25 Million AMZ

10 Million AMZ

Price 0.01€ - Minimum purchase

Price 0.005€ - Minimum purchase

100 coins and a maximum of 50.000

of 100 coins and a maximum of 50.000

ICO Phase 3
11-Feb-2020

ICO Phase 4
07-Mar-2020

25 Million AMZ

10 Million AMZ

Price 0.02€ - Minimum purchase

Price 0.04€ - Minimum purchase

100 coins and a maximum of 50.000

100 coins and a maximum of 50.000

Additionally the members of the Visionaria funding group are working towards
sustainable growth with greatest visibility to a maximum number of investors and
customers.
The AMZ coin brings new EOSIO software technology through the Block.one
ecosystem, making it one of the fastest, most scalable and easy to use blockchain
foundational platforms in the world.
AMZ Coin aligns your euros with your values. The currency will support projects that
will undoubtedly revolutionize its areas of activity.

AllAboutCrypto.tv
Platform Launch - 06-Jul-2020
Access to articles and podcast videos
related to Crypto World News.
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AMZ Coin ICO_
AMZ coin Market Cap =

240,000,000 (240 million)
PRIVATE-SALE - 10 million - 0,0025€ (50€) - 10 days
Pre-ICO Beneﬁts – 5 million AMZ Coin Allocation as Free Gifts to Registered Users
For each registration, the user earns 50 AMZCoin's and for each guest, he afﬁliates
earn another 50 AMZCoin's.

1st phase - Minimum 0.50€ Maximum 250€
2nd phase - Minimum 1€ maximum 500€
3rd phase - Minimum 2€ maximum 1.000€
4th phase - Minimum 4€ Maximum 2.000€

Maximum Purchase:
Each user may purchase a maximum of 50,000 AMZ Coins during each phase.
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AMZ Coin
Utilisation_
PROJECT ADVERTISING & MARKETING BUDGET
To fund and anchor the project, a budget, 10 million coins, is reserved for marketing,
it will begin on January 2020. Allocated monthly over 100 months at 100,000 AMZ
Coins per month.

PHILANTHROPY AND PROJECT FUNDING ASSISTANCE
An allocation of 10 million AMZ coin over 20 years: Annual funding (every 365 days)
equal to 500,000 with ﬁscal and coin value increasing annually. It will begin on
December 2020.

MANAGEMENT & SHAREHOLDER COIN ALLOCATION
A ﬁve-year budget has been set up to manage HR and operating costs, which
include implementation of blockchain technology within the EOSIO operating
platform utilising DAPPS.
Shareholder Advantages – 5 million coins allocated to reward Amazing
History shareholders who purchase 100 Euros worth of shares purchased
before 30th June. Undistributed coins during this period will be
automatically burned.
Management Team - 10 million coins unlocked at 1 million biannually over
ﬁve years. The ﬁrst million will be unlocked in January 2020.
Staff and Operating Costs - 10 million coins will be utilised on demand.
**The management team will use only the minimum amount of coins from the ICO to offset
management costs and will not interfere with currency deﬂation.
** Staff members will be hired on an hourly basis and paid from the allocated budget of 10 million coins.
A Decentralised
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AMZ TECHNOLOGY
To implement cryptocurrency within the EOSIO operating system, the dApps
(decentralised applications) technological feature is used to support applications
and transactions. Funding for this technology is allocated with drawdown on 10
million coins.

AMAZING HISTORY SHAREHOLDER ADVANTAGES
5 Million AMZ coins have been allocated to facilitate a Shareholder Reward:
5000 additional coins will be distributed to each new shareholder who
invested 100€.
The reward program lasted until June 30th of 2019 after which time
undistributed coins will automatically burn.

INVESTOR STAKING
AMZ Coin Investor Staking ﬁxed to a 24-month holding period that allows a
percentage incentive through coin scarcity, which will, in turn, drive the coin value.
Staking allocation = 40 million AMZCoins
AMZ Coin Staking Procedure:
1.

ALLOCATED COINS (40 MILLION)

2.

ALL SHAREHOLDERS WHO PURCHASED AMAZING HISTORY SHARES BY JUNE 30TH 2019, WILL HAVE THEIR
CURRENCIES STAKED BY APRIL 15TH 2021, ALTHOUGH THEY ARE STAKED, THEY ARE NOT GIVEN ANY BONUSES, SO
THERE IS NO SUCH THING. ANY CURRENCY ASSIGNED TO THIS PARTICULAR STAKING TYPE.

3.

ANY AMZCOIN INVESTOR CAN STAKE 10,000 OUT OF 10,000 AMZCOINSFOR EVERY 10,000 AMZCOINS IN STAKING,
YOU WILL EARN AN AMAZING HISTORY SHARE WORTH 50€ EACH.
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AMZ Coin
Staking_
STAKING OPTIONS FOR INVESTORS WITH 10,000 AMZ COINS:
1) 3 months = 50 coins per month (0,5%)

STAKING OPTIONS FOR INVESTORS WITH 20,000 AMZ COINS:
1) 3 months = 100 coins per month (0,5%)
2) 6 months = 200 coins per month (1%)

STAKING OPTIONS FOR INVESTORS WITH 30,000 AMZ COINS:
1) 3 months = 150 coins per month (0,5%)
2) 6 months = 300 coins per month (1%)
3) 12 months = 600 coins per month (2%)

STAKING OPTIONS FOR INVESTORS WITH 40,000 AMZ COINS:
1) 3 months = 200 coins per month (0,5%)
2) 6 months = 400 coins per month (1%)
3) 12 months = 800 coins per month (2%)
4) 18 months = 1200 coins per month (3%)

STAKING OPTIONS FOR INVESTORS WITH 50,000 AMZ COINS:
1) 3 months = 250 coins per month (0,5%)
2) 6 months = 500 coins per month (1%)
3) 12 months = 1000 coins per month (2%)
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4) 18 months = 1500 coins per month (3%)
5) 24 months = 2000 coins per month (4%)
NOTE: ALL STAKING BENEFIT THAT IS SAID TO BE EARNED MONTHLY WILL BE PAID EVERY DAY

STAKING BENEFITS
In addition to the number of additional monthly coins paid to stakeholders, there is
the added beneﬁt of holding Amazing History shares which attract recurring
dividends.

NOTE TO STAKEHOLDERS
The number of coins allocated to staking is limited and they will be awarded in a
timely, scheduled delivery. We advise everyone to lock their coins upon purchase to
avoid missing this great opportunity to earn from their initial investment.
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VISIONARIA_
THE ECOSYSTEM
VISIONARIA is a dApp ecosystem that integrates both web and mobile-based
applications in a single platform to help anyone beneﬁt from the functionality and
global reach of blockchain technology and cryptocurrency. For the different types of
users involved in cryptocurrency exchange, online products and services, the
platform aims to bring together all these facets to increase client user volume
through combined social media marketing and advertising.
The foundation of VISIONARIA platform is the multi-faceted management of block
chain functionality, usability, and availability of services which would be the major
beneﬁt enjoyed by the global community. VISIONARIA hosts several channels,
forums, and media sources to facilitate the exchange of information and simplify it
so that users would be able to make proﬁt-making decisions with less work. The
transparency and security of funds and personal data add to this, making it
mainstream as projected by the blockchain itself.
VISIONARIA takes what are currently separate businesses, and uniﬁes them into a
single "Digital Asset Ecosystem for Investor Staking ." It is a comprehensive ﬁnancial
ecosystem business platform.
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COLLUBUS
Trading Platform_
COLLUBUS is a simple binary crypto exchange offering trade within the networks
between other AMZCoin holders in exchange for their worth in US Dollars and other
ﬁats.
Technical Architecture: The Exchange utilises AI to make payments between users,
deposits and withdrawals.
Secure Platform: Software
Liquidity: AMZ Coin Tokens= US Dollar Value
Customer Service: Customers will have access to 24/7 online advice in English
and Portuguese.
Fee Structure: Dynamic Fee Structure based on Coin/Stake Balance
There is no Plan to Raise the Charges above 0.2%
Exchange Fee

0.2% initial ﬁxed fee per trade

Variations

Volume Based Fees & Zero Fee Promotions
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PLATFORM LAUNCH
(1ST QUARTER 2020)

APPLICATIONS
MOBILE APPLICATIONS
(3rd QUARTER 2020)

DEMO VERSION
(DECEMBER 2019)
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MONTTRA
Anti-Counterfeit
System_
GUARANTEE OF PRODUCT AUTHENTICITY
An advanced anti-counterfeiting technology prevents counterfeit products from
entering the market via the distribution chain.
Monttra guarantees the genuineness of the products in its database, offering
consumer safety. From producer to ﬁnal consumer, the entire route through the
distribution chain is automatically analysed, preventing counterfeit goods from
entering the retail market.

ABOUT MONTTRA
Among other innovative features, it monitors the process of ownership transfer by
ensuring the producer is able to track online all items produced by them in the
distribution circuit and promotes active consumer participation.

PRINCIPLES OF OPERATION
The system provides a speciﬁc item label with unique serial number and hidden
code, covered by Scratch Card Ink (similar to a scratch card).
Transfer of ownership via the app or web goes through a validation process between
each link in the chain ; from producer to operator and between the operator and the
end user. Transfer of ownership via the app or web goes through a validation
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process between each link in the chain ; from producer to operator and between the
operator and the end user.

MONTTRA LABEL OF AUTHENTICITY
The process of transfer of ownership begins with the Monttra authenticity tag or
serial number, which is integrated into the product at manufacture stage and
before it enters the distribution chain. The end user is then able to scratch the label
to ascertain whether the item is authentic as per the registered serial number.
Should the code be visible (not covered by the scratch label) the responsible
consumer (end user) must reject the product as not original and therefore
counterfeit. The app provides for customer rejection, which is relayed to the product
retailer and the original producer.
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4th Quarter 2018
2018

3th Quarter
2018

Beginning of Software Technical Development

Thought of the Development Idea.

1st Quarter
2019

5 April
05-04-2019

Website creation and completion of brand designs and logo

Incorporation of Montra Planetária LDA

3 and 4 December
2019

6 June
2019

4th BPC (Brand Protection Congress)
in Frankfurt

We were present at the Conference
Counterfeiting a business that we all lost
in Vila Nova de Famalicão in Portugal

15 November
2019

1st quarter
2020

In Reims, Wine Track 2019

Monttra authenticator +
Authentication system without password

4th quarter
2020

3rd quarter
2020

Extended traceability features
+ marketing tools for brands

Secure MarketPlace
+ API for e-commerce stores

1st semester
2022

4th quarter
2021

Monttra in a Blockchain

Online ticket store

2nd semester
2022
Voting system backed by Monttra Blockchain
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AMAZING HISTORY
Weird Wacky Stories_
WHAT
wEirD amazing stuff happens all the time. The AH Contents Platform will bring
incredible, funny and always interesting, educational stories.

WHO
We hope that AH audience will be everyone around the globe, regardless of age or
gender. So Boys and Girls, Women and Men – if you like to ﬁnd out amazing facts,
AMAZING HISTORY will be your “Go To” channel.

WHY
This is a General Knowledge platform – the aim is to make a fun experience for
people and give them an opportunity to respond through subscriptions and chat
with other fans.

FREQUENCY
At ﬁrst, a weekly upload of an historical event or trivia. Subscribers will be kept
informed by social media and the AH App. of forthcoming attractions which will be
listed in advance on the AH website.

PROMOTION
YouTube gets around 300 uploads per minute and more than 30 million views per
day; we know that everyone out there is promoting their channel. To get the word
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out about AH we will massively bombard Social Media and Discussion Forums using
AirDrop and iOS App, but AMZ Coin and AH Stakers can use this opportunity to build
their own social media following.

SUBSCRIPTIONS
The Average earnings from subscribers and views is around $2.00 per one thousand
views. We will need AMZCoin Staking Investors to get the word out and help to keep
their staking proﬁts rolling in.
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ALLABOUTCRYPTO.TV
Making Sense Of
Blockchain &
Cryptocurrency__
In the rapidly developing world of cryptocurrency, this tradeable asset and payment
structure, even has a dictionary deﬁnition.
Deﬁnition of cryptocurrency: any form of currency that only exists digitally, that
usually has no central issuing or regulating authority but instead uses a
decentralized system to record transactions and manage the issuance of new units,
and that relies on cryptography to prevent counterfeiting and fraudulent
transactions.
REF: HTTPS://WWW.MERRIAM-WEBSTER.COM/DICTIONARY/CRYPTOCURRENCY

Many people are still unaware of the value of crypto and do not yet realise that it is
deﬁnitely here to stay. Forget Bitcoin, which was the ﬁrst crypto to hit the internet as
a method of payment and trade back in 2008. The coin is still making waves, but
BTC is not what we are talking about because the coin’s original use has been
outstripped as a method of payment and it is now more a tradeable asset.
However, the consensus mechanism of blockchain is what started the ball rolling,
and now software applications have taken centre stage in the march to progress
and the future of cryptos as the only way forward.
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We want to answer the questions people ask:
What is Cryptocurrency?
How is Cryptocurrency sent and received?
What is Cryptocurrency Mining?
What is the Purpose of Cryptocurrency?
What are the Advantages and Disadvantages of Cryptocurrency?
ALLABOUTCRYPTO.TV will get subscribers into the real world of cryptocurrencies
where they can view discussions by professionals and chat to other subscribers and
fans and share their experiences and knowledge on all FinTech developments.
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Versão II
1º trimestre 2021

Versão I
2º semestre 2020

Crypto releated programs

Crypto for dummies (basic information)

- crypto challenge

Plataforma com vídeo em podcast + artigos + imagens

- notícias da semana

Versão III
3º trimestre 2021
Internacionalização
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EIDOLON
From dreams
to reality_
WHAT EIDOLON DOES
EIDOLON is your opportunity to present your great idea to potential investors.
VISIONARIA is launching not only a place for you to put your ideas forward but to
make a pitch on OBT Live to get more coverage and more customers.

WHAT YOU DO
Great Product: start developing a good idea into a great product
Sell Your Product: Using Social Media or EBay – good customer feedback will let
investors know that your product works well.
Bottom Line: Make sure you have covered all the costs in a well presented cash ﬂow
document and attach as many images of your product to help get the message
across to potential investors.
There will be questions, be ready and able with good answers:
What does your product do- why is it unique?
How much capital do you require and how much equity will you give
investors?
Do the ﬁgures add up – production costs, plus, sales costs, selling price,
expected proﬁt.
What are production lead times – how quickly can you make and sell your
products?
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Your Investor Sales Pitch – KISS (keep it simple stupid) and make it
interesting in a ﬁve minute sales video to put forward on OBT Live.
Check out the most successful sales pitch to Shark Tank Investors for one of the
best products of all time:

https://youtu.be/k3PY_p_M-8w

Remember: Ethical Green Products Catch More Fish
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DONATION
DISTRIBUTION SHARE
Charaty above all_
Donation & Distribution Share is the funding arm for Visionaria. We research many
areas where there is a need for intervention around the world to identify the most
pressing and urgent cases, where your donations and volunteer assistance will
make a difference to the lives of millions of people.
PROBLEM
HIV Aids is still one of the leading causes of poverty and mental illness in
Africa. We have a staffer who works closely with several sectors and NGOs
operating in Zimbabwe, and the feedback is quite shocking in a country
where the educated population is the highest on the continent.
The economic situation caused by the ruling party since 1981 is probably the
major contributing factor in the upsurge of HIV Aids due to the collapse of
the formal employment sector; people are out of work, leaving women and
underage boys and girls to earn a living in the oldest profession prostitution!
The stigma of catching HIV Aids leads to these vulnerable people being
outcast by their families; many of them women with children, leaving them
even more exposed and defenceless, which leads to depression and in the
most severe cases, suicide. The burden of carer for orphaned children now
rests with NGOs because there is no operational government facility able to
cater fully to the needs.
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SOLUTION
Lao Tsu said that if you give a hungry man a ﬁsh, you feed him for a day, but
if you teach him how to ﬁsh, you feed him for a lifetime
To assist people in need and give them a better future, it has become
imperative to teach those skills to look after themselves.
The Zimbabwe project aims to give those in need a safe environment for
women and children to attend counselling and child welfare clinics. Also, a
formal agricultural programme where guidance in the growing of cash
crops, which can be sold and also provide a nutritionally balanced diet and
help stem the rapidly increasing number of deaths due to starvation and
malnutrition.
Besides, the centre will provide retroviral drugs to treat HIV aids and
psychiatric medication to treat people who have been let down by the
Department of Health in the country.
Working with DDH, you can become a partner in giving desperate people
something to live for.

Extra reading: https://www.researchgate.net/
Hiv And Psychiat ric Disorders – Depression Family Dislocation
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OBT LIVE
It’s up to you_
OBT LIVE will be the centre as an online platform for crowdfunding and investment
projects that show promise with excellent ﬁnancial potential. The think tank and
discussion forum will progress from the EIDOLON platform to be shared with this
wide international audience.
Investors will have the opportunity to scrutinise and discuss the aspects of
investment with others and also the “inventor”.
OBT LIVE will give more opportunities:
Entrepreneurs who seek funding
Investors who are looking at real equity shareholding in great ideas.
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